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For more information on how to take
control of your company spending,
visit caxton.io/business or call us on
0207 042 7611

http://caxton.io/business


Shooting more and more productions abroad, our client needed a
solution to get on top of their spending, and ensure crew could get more
money whilst on a shoot in case of emergencies.  

Caxton offered a solution of a simple, pre-loadable cards and app for the
crew, and expense management platform for the finance team. The
cards could be loaded with different currencies, and at the end of the
month, the finance team received their receipts through the platform,
keeping them all in one place. 

“Not only do we save time and money, but we also have complete
visibility of spend and we know instantly if we need to top up cards. This
also makes cost reporting so much easier, and there’s no more missing
cash, which was always an issue when abroad. It's made reconciling
expenses so easy – and it’s not just the card, app and platform we love,
but also the fact that if we do face any issues, we can simply call up
Caxton and speak to our account manager and get the support we
need,” said Mylie, Senior Finance Manager. 

The Benefits

When shooting a tv production around the world, the production team
and crew would normally take thousands of pounds in cash with them,
whether it was for wardrobe, living costs or general production expenses.
Not only was this a security nightmare with money being lost and
sometimes stolen, but also having to reconcile this at the end of the
production trip with lost receipts, overspending and having no sight of
what it was spent on. 

Missing cash whilst out on production

“I wish all our production was this simple” 

Corporate cards for all
employees

Full control and visibility of
spending

Seamless integration into
an accounts package

Dedicated Account
Manager



Caxton provides clients, both businesses and individuals, with an
all-in-one solution for numerous financial needs and its services
will assist with payment, expense, and risk management – serving
every payment requirement, via one platform.

The company emphasizes the value of shifting from manual to
automated expense tracking, payment plans, and forex account
monitoring. Caxton’s API allows the company to integrate your
personal accounting and payroll systems, so they are all seen in
one place, creating an overall faster, easier to use, and more
customized management experience. The organisation has
dedicated experts that will help guide you to managing risk in the
FX market. 

Caxton also releases daily, weekly, and quarterly economic updates
and market forecasts to ensure that their clients are given the
latest news and provided with expert opinions.
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